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Introduction 

COVID-19 is not just a global public health emergency but is also leading the world to a major 

global, economic downturn, with potentially strong adverse impacts on the livelihoods of 

vulnerable groups. In a developing country like Pakistan with already very low indicators of 

socioeconomic development, an epidemic is likely to further compound pre-existing gender 

inequalities. The following thematic areas are analyzed through the gender lens:  

Education system in Pakistan with low learning levels and high dropout rates is likely to be 

severely impacted. Within the system, it is the vulnerable students, including girls who face 

the most disproportionately negative impacts.  Given mobility constraints, when schools are 

closed, girls are generally given more household responsibilities as compared to boys. 

Prolonged closure could exacerbate the inequalities in educational attainment as this will result 

in higher rates of female absenteeism and lower rates of school completion.  

Evidence suggests that in case of outbreak of disease, there is an additional burden of domestic 

work and disease prevention that falls on women. Women are therefore more likely to be 

exposed to the virus and continue with their domestic responsibilities even if they fall ill. The 

responsibility of women in prevention and care of disease extends outside the household as 

well. In Pakistan, a large majority of nurses and health workers are female. These women are 

at the forefront of identifying and treating patients with COVID-19, and hence at a greater risk 

of exposure to the infection. 

Evidence suggests that epidemics and stresses involved in coping with the epidemics may 

increase the risk of domestic abuse and other forms of gender-based violence. Studies have also 

found that unemployment tends to increase the risk of depression, aggression and episodes of 

violent behavior in men. Given the current climate of decreased economic activities, financial 

uncertainties and a situation of lockdown being faced in Pakistan, heightened tensions could 

translate into women facing more vulnerabilities. 

Labour conditions were very poor when the country was hit by COVID-19 and the lockdown 

has resulted in severe economic impact on workforce both in formal and informal sector. The 

informal sector is where the major problem lies and this has got more exposed during Covid-

19 pandemic as the Prime Minister himself has repeatedly said that there is no data for the 

workers who are on contractual and daily wagers as employers do not keep their details. They 

just use them as disposal labour. Informal sector means no rights and poor working conditions. 

This means long working hours, low wages, poor health and safety arrangements, no proof of 

employment and no registration with any government’s labour welfare agency. 

The situation of civil society organizations and labour support groups is also not different as 

their right to association and assertion has been curtailed during the last few years due to 

restrictive state policies. In such a situation, it is quite important that there is a support to civil 

society to recollect and bring broader civil society actors including trade unions together and 

raise voice for voiceless labour. 
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Partnership  

5 SUBAI – Strengthening provincial Assemblies EU/PALLDIUM 

6 Creating Spaces - To Take Action on Violence against 

Women and Girls 

OXFAM/Global 

Affairs Canada 

Regional Projects  

Punjab  

1 Need Assessment and Implementation of Technical 

Capacity Building and Upgradation of Identified Dar ul 

Amans (DUAs)/Shaheed Benazir Bhutto Crisis Cells 

(SBBCs) 

UN Women  

Sindh  

1 Women Safety Audit in Public Places UN Women 

2 Empowerment of women home-based workers and 

excluded groups in Pakistan 

UN Women-HNP 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) 

1 Joint for social actions for rights and equal opportunities 

for marginalized in Peshawar 
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1. Law and Policy Reform   

1.1 Government asked to implement CEDAW and other international 

conventions to end violence against women in Pakistan  

Government of Pakistan has taken some progressive initiatives for the gender equality and 

women’s empowerment in Pakistan. Ministry of Human Rights initiated the formulation of 

second phase of Action Plan comprising protection of Civil and Political Rights; Economic, 

Social and Cultural Rights; Environmental Rights, Labour Rights, Rights of Disabled Persons, 

Transgender, Women, Children and Senior Citizens; and Prevention of Torture in Pakistan is 

in progress for further submission to the present government in order to continue with a 

renewed commitment and better understanding.  

The Pakistani delegation, led by the Ministry of Human Rights, Government of Pakistan also 

presented Fifth Periodic Pakistan Report of CEDAW on 12th February 2020.  The Report 

covers measures adopted by Pakistan to give effect to provisions of the CEDAW Convention 

and progress made from March 2013 to March 2017. 

During this annual reporting year July 2019-June 2020; following key important policy 

initiatives and legislations were introduced for the protection of socio-economic rights of 

women’s and marginalized groups of society in Pakistan.  

The Zainab Alert, Response and Recovery Act, 2020 passed on 19th March 2020 and assented 

to by the President of Pakistan on March 24th 2020. Zainab Alert Response and Recovery Bill 

will raise the required alerts and initiate the responses required for recovery of missing, 

abducted, abused or kidnapped children in Islamabad Capital Territory (ICT). The magnitude 

of violence against children are on an alarming stage. The current laws and procedures required 

to be strengthened to effectively monitor, trace or recover missing and abducted children. In 

view of that, there is an urgent and pressing need to: (i) enact special laws to provide a speedy 

system of alerts, responses, recoveries, investigations, trials and rehabilitation to prevent and 

curb criminal activities against the children in ICT; and (ii) to 'ensure harmonization and 

cohesion in the workings of the new agencies and institutions established for the protection of 

children and already existing mechanisms within this field. 

The Enforcement of Women's Property Rights Act, 2020 passed on 10th January 2020 and 

assented to by the President of Pakistan on February 18th, 2020.  It shall extend to the whole 

of the Islamabad Capital Territory. The Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan gives 

due respect to the women in society and guarantees their right of ownership. However, the 

rights of ownership of women in inheritance are violated usually by their family members by 

means of coercion, fraud, fabrication, forgery and cheating etc. lt is therefore, necessary to 

provide for an effective and speedy redressal mechanism to protect and secure the rights of 

ownership of women in the property.  

The Legal Aid and Justice Authority Act, 2020 will provide legal, financial and added 

assistance for access to justice to the poor and vulnerable segments of the society in criminal 

cases. This is a constitutional right of every citizen to consult and engage a lawyer to defend 

themselves Article 37(d) of the Constitution guarantees that, the State shall ensure inexpensive 

and expeditious-q justice to its citizens. The Act shall establish a legal and institutional 

framework to promote access to justice by providing affordable, accessible sustainable' 

credible and accountable legal aid, financial or other services to the poor and vulnerable section 

of the society in criminal matters. This will also help to promote legal awareness, education 
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and public awareness of the legal aid system. The Act gives priority to disadvantaged women 

and children' especially in matter of sexual offenses. Apart from the provision of legal aid, the 

Act will also facilitate the extension of financial facilities such as provision of bail, fine and 

penalty arounds to the poor. 

In Sindh, The Sindh Reproductive Healthcare Rights Bill, 2019 having been passed by the 

Provincial Assembly of Sindh on 13th November, 2019 and assented to by the Governor of 

Sindh on 29th November, 2019 to facilitate reproductive health care and promote reproductive 

health care rights in the Province of Sindh. 

In Balochistan;  The Balochistan Mental Health Act, 2019 passed by the Provincial Assembly 

of Balochistan on 12th  October,  2019 and assented to by the Governor Balochistan, on 24th 

October, 2019 to consolidate, alter and amend the law relating to the treatment and care of 

mentally disordered persons in Balochistan, to make better provisions for their care, treatment, 

management of properties and affairs and to provide for matters connected therewith or 

incidental thereto and to encourage community care of such mentally disordered persons and 

further to provide for the promotion of mental health and prevention of mental disorder.  

The Khyber Pakhtunkwha Enforcement of Women’s Property Rights Act 2019 passed on 14 

October 2019 and assented to by the Governor of KP on 17 October 2019 to provide for the 

protection of the rights of ownership and passion of properties owned by women, ensuring that 

such rights are not violated by means of harassment, coercion, force or fraud and for the matters 

connected herewith or incidental.  

In Khyber Pakhtunkwha, The Khyber Pakhtunkwha Protection against Harassment of Women 

at Workplace (Amendment) Act,2020 passed on 14 January 2020 and assented to by the 

Governor of KP on 20 January 2020. According to Act, The Government shall appoint the 

Ombudsperson. The Act bounded the employer to ensure implementation of this Act, including 

but not limited to incorporate the Code of Conduct for protection against harassment at the 

workplace as a part of their management policy to ensure a work environment free of 

harassment for women.  

In Punjab, unfortunately, they could not introduce any pro women legislation during the 

reporting period.   
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Chapter Two  

Capacity Building and  

Consultative Processes  
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2. Capacity Building and Consultative Processes   

2.1 National Training of Trainers on Community Leadership and Local 

Government System 
 

Aurat Foundation organized a “Training of Trainers” on Community Leadership and Local 

Government System from 17-20 March, 2020 at Four Points Hotel, Lahore under Democracy 

and Empowered Women or Jamhuriat aur Baikhtiar Aurat “JAZBA Project. It was a 

national event that was attended by engaged districts’ staff of JAZBA and CSO members from 

already engaged targeted districts of Pakistan.  

The objective of the TOT was to equip the district staff and CSO members with the proper 

knowledge of leadership and local government system and clarity to downstream the trainings 

in their respective districts.    The training was started with the welcome note by Team Leader 

Mr. Irfan Mufti, SAP-PK. He gave a brief introduction of JAZBA project to participants, he 

answered the questions raised by the participants during his presentation.  

Ms. Shamaila Tanvir, Programme Manager said that initially, TOT was planned for four days 

in order to deliver contents of training in first two days while other two days were the 

replication of the training contents by the participants. Keeping in view the current situation of 

COV 19 prevailing in Pakistan make it difficult to complete the four days because most of the 

participants were from Sindh, Punjab and KP Provinces.  

The main themes were covered in the 

training were; Gender Concepts, Power 

Walk, Power and its Dynamic, Gender 

Based Violence, Understanding 

Leadership, History and Importance of 

Local Government System in Pakistan, 

Citizen’s participation in Politics, 

Analysis of Existing Local 

Governments in Provinces, Pre- and 

Post-Election Role and Skills for Ideal 

Representation. Training techniques 

were participatory, group works with 

fun, brainstorming with their experience 

and ideas that enabled participants to 

innovate ideas and perspectives. The medium of training was Urdu and manual and hands outs 

distributed among participants were also developed in Urdu for their more clarity on the topics.  

The training team was comprised of capacity building experts Ms. Saima Munir, Ms. Shabina 

Ayaz, Nabeela Shaheen and Ms. Shamaila Tanvir from Aurat Foundation, Mr. Shakeel Abbas 

from SAP-PK and Mr. Salman Abid, Executive Director IDEAS.  

The training was ended with vote of thanks and hope that all human kind will be successfully 

survived from this COV 19 virus and field activities will be resumed in the mid of April 2020. 

At the end, certificates were also distributed among the participation as an appreciation token 

for their active and energetic participation.  

In the end of training, Senior Politician, Women and human rights activist Ms. Mahnaz Rafi, 

gave their concluding remarks and distributed the certificates among trainees.   
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2.2 Capacity building workshops for officials and staff of shelter homes  

Aurat Foundation organized 2- Days Capacity Building Workshops for Shelters Staff on 

“Understanding Gender Based Violence and Standard Operating Procedures” in their 

respective districts i.e. Lahore, Faisalabad, Rawalpindi, Quetta, Sukkur, Abbottabad and 

Peshawar.  Overall, 199 (141 women and 51 men) officials of shelters staff trained on 

“Understanding Gender Based Violence and Standard Operating Procedures of Shelters”.   

Under this main title of 2-Day Capacity Building of Shelter Staff on “Understanding Gender 

Based Violence and Standard Operating Procedures of Shelters, following topics were covered:    

Overview of Violence Against Women and Girls, Gender-based violence – defining GBV and 

discussion on after-effects and consequences of GBV, Prevention and response strategies, 

survivor assistance; guiding principles: Health – Psychosocial – Security - Legal justice,    

Orientation on SOPs/ Minimum Care Standards, Principles, Guidelines and Procedures for the 

Dar-ul-Aman staff; (Admission, Duration of stay, Discharge, Working days and hours, 

Compliance with internal rules/ SOPs of the Dar-ul-Aman), Guidelines to dealing with the 

residents based on a human right, survivor-centric and do no harm approach; Residents’ right, 

Categories of violations and redressal mechanisms, Protection guidelines and Services to the 

residents (in line with the Essential Services Package): Medical care; Psychological support; 

Legal aid; Security; Vocational training; & other services or facilities. TORs of Advisory 

Committees, TORs of Complaints Management Committees   

Survivors’ rehabilitation and follow up mechanisms, strengthening of referral and networking 

mechanisms, Orientation of Pro Women Laws applicable in Punjab, Discussion on strategies 

for building positive image of shelters. (Agenda of training is attached IV)     

Pre and post-test assessment of participant were also done. Certificates were also awarded to 

all trainees. Key notables were invited for awarding the certificates in the end of workshop. 

(Pics of trainings are annexed V)   

Sr. 

#  
  Date   Training Venue   # of Participants   

Women   Men   Total   

1   30-31 Jan 2020   Shaheed Benazir Bhutto Human   
Rights Centre for Women, Rawalpindi   

25   5   30   

2   10-11 Feb 2020   Dar-ul-Aman, Sukkur   26   10   36   

3   10-11 Feb 2020   Dar-ul-Aman, Abbottabad   9   6   15   

4   11-12 Feb 2020   Boys Scouts Headquarter, Quetta   25   5   30   

5   11-12 Feb 2020   Madina Restaurant, Faisalabad   26   10   36   

6   17-18 Feb 2020   Shaheed Benazir Bhutto Human   
Rights Centre for Women, Peshawar   

12   5   17   

7   17-18 Feb 2020   Flatties Hotel, Lahore   25   10   35   

    Total   148   51   199   
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2.3 Women leaders trained on Effective Local Accountability 

Aurat Foundation arranged a training workshop on “Effective Local Accountability” at 

Margalla Hotel, Islamabad on Oct. 24, 2019 under project of Creating Spaces to take actions 

on violence against women and girls. Women leaders, members of women protection forum 

members, lawyers and youth attended the training session. More than 30 participants 

participated in this training. 

The objective of this activity is to create awareness in advancing women rights, women 

leadership and the elimination of violence against women and girls by building the capacity of 

these women by changing their attitudes, norms and behaviors, and to strengthen standards, 

legislation, and regulations. 

The formal meeting started with the welcome note by Ms. Shamaila Tanvir, Project Manager, 

followed by introduction of the participants. She has given brief introduction on the elimination 

of violence against women and girls. She has taken an overview analysis of participants & 

apos; understanding before training. 

Training Expert, Mr. Bilal Naqeeb 

briefly explained the concepts of 

governance, good governance and 

community governance. He told the 

model for good community governance. 

He further conducted a group activity to 

describe governance of community 

through SWOT model. Then further he 

explained the term accountability and 

every nuke and corner of it. Social 

accountability was of major concern. 

Then for social accountability 

understanding, he conducted a role play 

through group engagement.  

In the end, he concluded with summarizing whole training by an over view of its training. Then 

the feedback of understanding to their topic is taken from all the participants. Training session 

was ended with note of thanks by Ms. Isma Sana, Project Manager, Creating Space Project, 

Oxfam.  

2.4 Enhanced Women Groups Leadership Skills on KP Local Government and 

Women Friendly Laws 

AF Peshawar office organised a series of trainings sessions of “Community Peace Groups” 

(CPGs) to enhanced the leadership skills of local communities for peace building in their 

respective communities. Through leadership training and peer to peer learning sessions, 176 

women were imparted with knowledge of leadership and the challenges of women leaders as 

well as women-friendly laws and Local Government Act 2013 and various other topics while 

143 women were informed about referral pathways. The women participants were made 

confident of highlighting their barriers to participating in politics, women's unique style of 

leadership as well as the ways of dealing with discrimination while going forward. Further, 

these leaders committed to participate in local body elections. Moreover, the women leaders 

will strive at their community levels to get equal access to education, healthcare, and 

economic/employment opportunities.  
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CPGs facilitated women to women 

learning sessions that were conducted in 

the targeted six UCs of Peshawar. The 

sessions aimed to promote social 

cohesion and deal with gender-based 

issues in their respective communities. 

MPA Rabia Basri from PTI visited 

women group of Shadbagh colony and 

had a detailed discussion on the issues 

faced by the minority women. She f 

urther motivated and encouraged the 

group to become strong political and 

community leaders by participating in 

politics to solve the myriad of problems 

thus increasing their quality of life. 

2.5 Women Leaders trained on Community Leadership and Local Government 

System in Karachi and Quetta 

Aurat Foundation Quetta office organised a 2-Days Capacity Building Workshop on 

“Community Leadership and Local Government System in AF office. More than 20 

community women leaders participated. They were political activists, ex councillors and office 

bearers of mainstream political parties. The program is also focused on youth leaders to 

participate in local initiatives and providing follow-up training for program graduates. 

Ms. Yasmin Mughal, Programme Office AF JAZAB programme said that women leader will 

work together beyond party lines to advocate for legislation that takes gender into 

consideration; and effective implementation of pro-women laws &policies that affects the lives 

of women and girls. The group of trainees should be developed its own manifesto. 

Mr. Allauddin, Resident Director 

AF Quetta said, since the 

community women leaders are now 

trained and well aware of the 

functioning of the LG system, 

therefore it is now their duty to 

apply their skills and have oversight 

of the budget-making process and 

play their role in identification of 

development schemes and decision 

making at their levels. The under-

representation of women at any 

level of governance and decision-

making results in a democratic deficit. It has been proven time and again that diverse groups 

make better decisions. This is particularly true when it comes to a task as challenging as 

representing the interests of citizens at the local level. Often influencing policies in housing, 

security, transport, and the economy, local government makes important decisions that affect 

the lives of women and men. 

Women leaders said that Women’s equal participation and representation in local decision-

making processes is critical for prioritizing women’s practical needs and issues in local 
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governments’ agendas and for localizing the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Gender-

balanced local councils may be an important step in helping to attain gender balance at the 

national levels. 

The women leaders attending the training sessions expressed satisfaction over the quality of 

training imparted to them to know the system and its working, leading to their enlightenment 

in political arena.  

In Karachi, Aurat Foundation also organised a 2-Days Capacity Building Workshop on 

“Community Leadership and Local Government System in Karachi. Around 20 women leaders 

participated in training programme.  

Speaking on closing ceremony of 2-Days training, Senior Programme Manager, Ms. Malka 

Khan said that through their active involvement in community work and women’s movements, 

local women politicians are fully aware of issues faced by women in their communities and are 

uniquely positioned to address them. The role of women in decision making has been addressed 

by various international agreements and conventions, CEDAW and the Beijing Platform for 

Action (1995), to name a few. 

She said that after completion of successful training, women leaders are now able to play active 

role in the local government system at district, tehsil and village levels for development, 

implementation and monitoring of the development schemes keeping in view Sindh Local 

Government Act-2013 and their respective Rules of Business. The programme is also aimed at 

raising awareness among women councilors about their rights, economic independence and 

various women empowerment related legislations. 

  

http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
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3. Social Mobilisation and Citizens Engagement 

Social mobilization is seen at AF as a means to motivate socio-economic sustainable change 

by to bring awareness among people and ultimately for ordinary citizens to demand and claim 

their rights. This is through engagement at all levels and the decentralization of policy and 

decision-making.  

Aurat Foundation is implementing National Socio-Economic Registry (NSER) project in 34 

districts of Pakistan. The programme was initiated in 2010-20111 under Social Safety Net 

Program (SSNP) like BISP, for effective targeting and identification of beneficiaries below the 

poverty line with the support of World Bank. The Current NSER is a static registry i.e. it is 

unable to cater to changing socio-economic conditions of the population surveyed 5 years ago. 

Hence the NSER registry is being updated through the Household Survey through Android 

Tablets for Computer Assisted Personal Interviewing (CAPI) and Paper and Pen Interviewing 

(PAPI) in Security and other local conditions prohibited areas.  

The objectives of NSER Projects are: 

 To create public awareness about BISP and Data collection exercise to ensure 

Maximum participation of Households-HHs across the country.  

 Collect a good quality socioeconomic data of every Households across Pakistan in 

accordance with standard procedures and guidelines. 

3.1 Updated Status of social mobilization, household listing, enumeration in 

Cluster 1 & Cluster 5   

AF done social mobilization, household listing, and enumeration in Cluster 1:  

Updated till 30th June 2020 - CLUSTER 

1 Total HH 

Listing 

Total HH 

Enumeration 
Target Achieved 

District Target Household Listing Enumeration 

GUJRANWALA 747,214 308,070 250,183 41.2% 33.5% 

GUJRAT 442,399 193,645 156,217 43.8% 35.3% 

HAFIZABAD 175,180 140,666 133,905 80.3% 76.4% 

MANDI 

BAHAUDDIN 252,120 217,602 199,683 86.3% 79.2% 

GUJRANWALA 

Division 1,616,913 859,983 739,988 53.2% 45.8% 

RAWALPINDI 888,765 127,651 110,552 14.4% 12.4% 

ATTOCK 306,649 174,188 185,537 56.8% 60.5% 

JHELUM 204,792 143,014 156,418 69.8% 76.4% 

RAWALPINDI 

Division 1,400,206 444,853 452,507 31.8% 32.3% 

ISLAMABAD 335,408 118,836 92,922 35.4% 27.7% 

ISLAMABAD 

Division 335,408 118,836 92,922 35.4% 27.7% 

Overall Total - C1 3,352,527 1,423,672 1,285,417 42.5% 38.3% 
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AF done social mobilization, household listing, enumeration in Cluster 5 

Updated till 30th June 2020 - 

CLUSTER 5 Total HH 

Listing 

Total HH 

Enumeration 

Target Achieved 

District 
Target 

Household 
Listing Enumeration 

BAHAWALNAGAR 481,276 277,438 255,067 57.6% 53.0% 

RAHIM YAR KHAN 701,520 515,223 421,221 73.4% 60.0% 

BAHAWALPUR Total 1,182,796 792,661 676,288 67.0% 57.2% 

KAMBAR 

SHAHDADKOT 223,154 218,287 195,674 97.8% 87.7% 

KASHMOR 185,143 115,181 95,709 62.2% 51.7% 

LARKANA 261,331 172,843 154,023 66.1% 58.9% 

SHIKARPUR 207,555 189,329 170,141 91.2% 82.0% 

LARKANA  

Total 877,183 695,640 615,547 79.3% 70.2% 

MIRPUR KHAS 286,547 206,314 176,827 72.0% 61.7% 

THARPARKAR 301,625 79,198 71,276 26.3% 23.6% 

UMER KOT 212,356 200,707 187,630 94.5% 88.4% 

MIRPUR KHAS Total 800,528 486,219 435,733 60.7% 54.4% 

NAUSHAHRO 

FEROZE 275,693 236,678 200,769 85.8% 72.8% 

SANGHAR 374,609 160,959 123,019 43.0% 32.8% 

SHAHEED 

BENAZIRABAD 297,133 245,673 179,710 82.7% 60.5% 

SHAHEED 

BENAZIRABAD Total 947,435 643,310 503,498 67.9% 53.1% 

GHOTKI 296,830 135,012 113,287 45.5% 38.2% 

KHAIRPUR 413,044 264,417 200,317 64.0% 48.5% 

SUKKUR Total 709,874 399,429 313,604 56.3% 44.2% 

Overall Total - C5 4,517,816 3,017,259 2,544,670 66.8% 56.3% 

3.2 Community Partner Groups are mobilized for social integration and 

national solidarity 

With a strong network of 84 Community Partners Groups (CPG) members in targeted UCs in 

Peshawar, AF has contributed to promoting peacebuilding, social and cultural integration in 

Peshawar. The faith diversity among CPG is 48% with 50% of women representation and 33% 

of youth members well exceeding the set target. A strong peace and culture groups have played 

key roles in safeguarding basic rights. CPGs intervened in 12 such cases in the communities. 

The cases included mostly domestic violence, illicit use of drugs, misuse of loudspeakers (hate 

speech) robbery, women mobility, etc.  

The community workers from the different religious, ethnic, and regional background are now 

mobilized and work in their communities to promote social integration and harmonious 

interactions between diverse communities in society and providing equal opportunities for 

everyone’s visibility as a peace promoter has been increased and are involved in resolving 

community issues where needed through early warning system which was set up in 2018.  
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3.3 Community workers are mobilized and trained to promote social and 

cultural cohesion 

AF Peshawar team mobilized 1320 community workers through various social integration 

activities which included 06 community gatherings (Bethaks), 4 joint cultural celebrations of 

diverse communities, 12 coordination meetings, 6 community interventions. Community 

workers from targeted UCs of Peshawar were mobilized and trained on their roles and 

responsibilities as CPGs and they played their contribution towards promoting social and 

cultural cohesion. Community Peace Groups (CPGs) in the six UCs remained active in 

promoting unity in diversity by sharing positive cultural values and to play a substantial role in 

promoting social cohesion in their respective communities by engaging the community in 

various activities.  

The workers described that their visibility as a peace promoter had been increased and they 

have remained active by engaging the community in various awareness sessions and seminars 

on sensitive topics such as Conflict resolution or mediation, harassment, and other social issues. 

CPGs were revitalized and strengthen by holding coordination meetings by AF on human rights 

issues.  

3.4 Alliance Strengthening Workshop  

A consultative meeting on “Alliance Strengthening” was held at Hospitality Inn Hotel, Lahore 

on December 31, 2019 where more than 40 representatives of different alliances participated.  

The objectives of the workshop as following:  

 Generating knowledge on national networks and alliances through knowledge 

management 

 Identifying possible linkages and engagement between alliances / groups 

 Contributing to the ‘Creating Spaces’ project through regional and cross-country studies 

on networks and alliances. 

 

Mr. Waqar Haider Awan (Consultant 

at ASK) shared the salient features of 

scoping study on strengthening of 

alliance building. His presentation was 

based on a joint research initiative 

between Aurat Foundation and 

OXFAM, conducted by ASK. It 

consisted of a brief outline of the 

conclusions and recommendations on 

short term, medium term and long-

term levels. A SWOT analysis 

conducted by Mr. Anjum Rafiq, 

Programme Officer Aurat Foundation. 

The main purpose of the analysis is to 

find a way to collaborate and 

cooperate together in the alliances and issues that we take on. 
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Chapter Four  

Advocacy, Awareness-Raising 

and Lobbying  
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4.  Advocacy, Awareness-Raising and Lobbying   

Aurat Foundation is essentially an advocacy organisation that has established a wide network 

around the whole country, lobbying and creating awareness around gender related issues, 

including pro-women laws and women’s political participation. As an organisation, we have 

also raised our voices against societal injustices, protesting against the lack of State 

involvement to protect persecuted groups and marginalised people.  Below we showcase what 

we have worked towards, celebrations and protests on causes and issues we hold close to our 

hearts and minds.   

4.1 Focus group discussion on women's safety issues at public transport and 

places 

A focus group discussion on women's safety issues at public transport and places with relevant 

stakeholders and decision makers was organized on 26 July 2019 at Quetta. The session was 

chaired by Ms. Zeenat Shahwani Honourable Member of Provincial Assembly Balochistan.  

FGD helped to understanding issues in greater depth and coming to sound conclusions. AF 

team moderated the discussions and also acted as rapporteurs. All discussions were video 

recorded and later transcribed. The recording was carried out with the consent of the 

participants and are used for the purpose of this research only.  

The objectives of the focus group discussions were:   

• To get first-hand information in a broader context 

from stakeholders, particularly women, on the issues 

they face in public places in the targeted five 

districts; and  

• To explore issues that women and girls face in the 

different districts, and to find possible solutions 

from the perspectives of both rights holders and duty 

bearers.  

4.2 AF and MUMKIN Alliance advocacy efforts for the Implementation of The 

Protection of Women against Violence Act 2016 

Aurat Foundation organized meeting of MUMKIN 

Alliance members with Ms. Kaneez Fatima 

Chadhar, Chairperson of women Protection 

Authority Punjab on Aug. 2, 2019 on the 

Implementation status of "The Protection of Women 

against Violence Act, 2016. 

Ms. Nabeela Shaheen, Senior Programme Officer 

Aurat Foundation  and focal person of Mumkin 

Alliance gave a brief introduction of Mumkin 

Alliance. She also shared the objectives of meeting.  

Ms. Kaneez Fatima Chadhar shared that the Punjab government would set up four ‘Violence 

Against Women Centres’ in Lahore, Faisalabad, Bahawalpur and Rawalpindi and there will be 
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a toll-free number soon on which women could call and seek help. She assured the members 

that her organisation would provide her all possible assistance in this matter.  

4.3 Launching Ceremonies of Women Water Networks & Women’s 

Colloquium  

Aurat Foundation organized the launching ceremonies of Women Water Network (WWN) and 

Women's Colloquium with Hissar Foundation between August to November, 2019 at 

Islamabad, Lahore, Karachi, Quetta and Peshawar at Aurat Foundation offices.  

The composition of members of WWN was:  

 Women Rights Activists  

 Academia  

 Young Students  

 Individual Researchers and Experts  

 Media (print and electronic)  

 Representatives of NGOs/INGOs/CBOs/CSOs 

 Representative of Women Headed Organizations  

 Officials of relevant departments; Public health engineer, WASA, Agriculture, 

Environment, Forestry, trade union, young business entrepreneur, agrarian women 

workers, Labour, Irrigation, Food, PWA, Education, Livestock and others  

 Representative of Political Parties  

 Member of Provincial Assemblies 

 

The objective of WWN were to 

engage organizations and woman 

individually who are active in the 

areas of water and sanitation, 

sustainable development, women's 

participation and empowerment. 

The members may be rural women, 

academia, women water 

professionals, and businesswomen 

to service organizations and special 

interest groups. Women as active 

leaders, partners, experts and 

agents of change in water are 

highly appreciated to join.  

In each region, Aurat Foundation teams gave the briefing on formation and set up Women 

Water Network. The presentations were given on importance and consumption of water under 

title "Every Drop Count". They shared that over 2 billion people live in countries experiencing 

high water stress. Worldwide, over 80% of all wastewater returns to the environment without 

being treated (WWAP, 2017). The increase in demand for irrigation for agriculture has led to 

severe groundwater stress in some areas, especially in two of Asia's major food baskets, India 

and China. Gender inequalities in access to water are large and persistent in many countries.  

She also highlighted that water planners choose amongst competing uses. Women don't have a 

formal voice in the sector therefore domestic use is given least priority. Often irrigation 

schemes are conducted with landowners therefore women are left out of the equation. 

Participants discussed inherent and historical role of women in preservice, usage and 
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distribution of water resources with a view to maintain and strengthen it. They also proposed 

interventions at research, policy advocacy and grassroots' mobilisation for ensuring women's 

role in water crisis solutions. Many examples are shared that how small behavioral change lead 

to big evolution.  

The participants appreciated the work and had given their valuable input in this regard. They 

devoted that Little Drops of Water Make a Mighty Ocean. In Islamabad launching ceremony,  

Ms. Simi Kamal, Water Specialist and founder of Hisaar Foundation explained the global 

trends of water and the role of women in this area. She highlighted many names who are 

contributing their life for this cause. Further, she explained the role of Pakistani women around 

water table and why women are important to pursue in water sector. Discussion was held for 

the conservation of water and participants shared their achievement and thoughts.  

Ms. Farzana Saleem, Coordinator, National Women Water Network added valuing water and 

protecting our ecosystem. She explained water governance and its infrastructure.  

In the end of event, an executive committee comprised of four members was formed to access 

new areas of knowledge and a forum to work with other members. Ms. Samina Shoaib, 

President Women Water Network (WWN- Islamabad), Ms. Zartasha, General Secretary, Ms. 

Farhana Satti and Ms. Doultana Kausar. Ms. Farkhanda Aurugzaib and Farzana Saleem will 

provide technical support while Ms. Mumtaz from AF will provide secretarial support to WWN 

Islamabad. More than 44 participants attended the event. They were from academia, public 

offices, civil society, law, media, individual experts, and representatives of women alliances. 

Likewise, in each region, women water networks formed and launched.   

4.4 Sharing progress for Women’s Empowerment and launching ceremony of 

Punjab Women's Parliamentary Caucus  

Aurat Foundation organized an exercise sharing meeting of women parliamentarians on 

December 13, 2019 at Avari Hotel, Lahore. Overall, more than 73 persons from different walk 

of life. 30 women MPs participated. The session was chaired by Ms. Ashifa Riaz Fatayana, 

Minister for Women Development, Government of Punjab.  
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 The objectives of the meeting were: 

 Reflect on WPCs achievements to date, challenges and strategies to strengthen WPCs 

 Build a shared vision and identify broader objectives to ensure continuity and an 

effective transition to the newly elected members 

 Agree on short term, strategic actions to ensure institutionalization of the WPC post 

elections 

 Explore key gender issues and propose solutions to advance gender equality in 

parliamentary business and sustainable development. 

On this eve, MPs acknowledged the role of women parliamentarians. They shared that a 

number of women friendly laws passed in all four provincial assemblies and national assembly 

due to their positive and active participation. They shared that seven landmark legislations on 

women’s rights. These included the Amendment to Women in Distress and Detention Fund 

Act that provided for mandatory financial and legal assistance to women in prisons; the 

Domestic Violence (Prevention and Protection) Act; the Protection Against Harassment of 

Women at the Workplace Act; the Establishment of Benazir  Income Support Programme Act, 

which proved to be a useful income support initiative; the Criminal Law (Second Amendment) 

Act for Acid Crimes; the Prevention of Anti-Women Practices (Criminal Law Amendment) 

Act and the National Commission on the Status of Women Act. In addition to legislation, they 

also highlighted a wide range of women’s issues on the floors of the Houses. 

Justice (r) Nasira Iqbal said that this is a very optimistic future scenario. It is hoped this 

collective thinking among women parliamentarians would go a long way in shaping the 

caucuses. The challenge is to keep up the cross-party spirit and build on the spaces the former 

caucus created.  

On the launching of Punjab Women Parliamentary Cacus, Ms. Ashifa Riaz Fatayana, Minister 

for Women Development, Government of Punjab said that the collective learning and actions 

would be proven as a beneficial tool to intervene the desired initiatives at the general public to 
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break stereotypes about women’s 

status in the society to achieve 

targets set forth in the “Sustainable 

Development Goals and Portfolio 

alignment to contribute towards. 

In the end of event, Justice (r) 

Nasira Iqbal along with Minster for 

Women Development Department 

were presented the shields to 

women MPs to appreciate and 

acknowledge their efforts for 

women empowerment  

4.5 Launching Ceremony of Democracy and Empowered Women or Jamhuriat 

aur Baikhtiar Aurat “JAZBA Project 

South Asia Partnership Pakistan (SAP-PK) and Aurat Publication and Information Service 

Foundation (AF) envisage a five-year program enhancing inclusive democratic processes and 

participation for the advancement of women’s rights and at-risk populations, such as minorities 

& trans-gender communities in approximately 40 districts of Pakistan spread all across four 

provinces and GB.  

The launching ceremony of “Democracy and Empowered Women or Jamhuriat aur Baikhtiar 

Aurat “JAZBA Project” was organized on March 14, 2020 at Flattie’s Hotel, Lahore. Moe than 

150 pesons from different walk of life attended the ceremony. 

Muhammad Tahseen, Executive Director of SAP PK said that the project will be influenced on 

demand and supply side of governance, institutionalizing democratic rights & interests of 

women and the marginalized into structures & processes of the democratic governance. On the 

demand side it will support voters & constituents to articulate democratic demands based on 

evidence, inclusion and broad mobilization of diverse groups including women, marginalized 

and men, especially the youth; and support systemic improvements on the supply side i.e. 

national and sub-national governance structures and representatives to respond effectively and 

efficiently to the demands of constituents and be accountable. 

Minister for Human Rights, Minorities Affairs and Interfaith Harmony Ijaz Alam Augustine 

said women’s participation had always played a great role in politics since the creation of 

Pakistan. He said women made up 49 per cent of the population and hopefully one day they 

would be able to elect their own government. However, during the PTI’s tenure, many 

important initiatives had been taken to curb acid attacks, child labour, violence against women, 

and the Zainab Alert Bill had also been passed by the National Assembly. 

MPA Uzma Kardar said that no doubt the PTI government ensured representation of women 

on every forum that could be easily analysed through the prme minister’s programme, Dukhtar-

i-Pakistan Vision 2020-21. MPAs Samibia Tahir, Shawana Bashir, Aisha Chaudhry and 

Ayesha Iqbal claimed that under the leadership of Chief Minister Usman Buzdar, the Punjab 

government had taken historic steps for the elimination of gender discrimination, protection of 

women’s rights and socio-economic empowerment of women. 

Mumtaz Mughal, Director Programmes Aurat Foundation said that previously, the number of 

women representatives in the local government bodies was around 33pc, but later amendments 
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were made to minimize it to 15pc.  The General Elections 2018 had “12.5 million women are 

less than men” on the electoral rolls; Although, special efforts made by Election Commission 

of Pakistan and NADRA. Yet, the special efforts are needed to reduce the gap of 12.5 million.  

Without women’s fair representation in political and public life, how can possible to achieve 

gender equality. She urged the government representatives to ensure 33% representation of 

women in political spare (General and Local Governments Systems of all provinces), ensure 

33% representation of women in public sphere of all decision-making structures in all 

provinces of Pakistan.  

Mr I.A. Rehman said the performance of women parliamentarian in national and provincial 

assemblies was better than men. Women should be given more representation in the decision-

making bodies and they would prove to be better performers. Representatives of various 

schools of thought also expressed their views and applauded the effort of non-government 

organizations to protect women’s rights. Women, religious minorities, transgender persons, 

special people, and social activists participated in the event.  

4.6 Launched the awareness raising campaign on issues of working women 

throughout COVID 19 

AF and SAP-Pk launched Electronic and social media campagin is aired on 9-TV Channles 

(national and regional)  and Rikshwa Campagin.  

During this public health emergency, women are most adversely affected. Many women, 

including domestic workers and those working for small and medium businesses may also be 

laid off due to the inability of employers to continue paying wages during lockdown.  

Similarly, Home-based Workers (HBWs) whom are currently 12 million HBWs who earn 

around Rs. 3000-4000/months, they are and will face multidimensional issues such as low-

income security, absence of social protection and highest economic vulnerability in times of 

crisis. In times of public health crises, as women are less fluid in terms of cash flows and 
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savings, the ability to pay back loans may be affected. This could result in higher interest rates, 

penalties in repayment and reduced access to loans from formal in future.  

Evidence suggests that epidemics and stresses 

involved in coping with the epidemics may 

increase the risk of domestic abuse and other 

forms of gender-based violence. Studies have 

also found that unemployment tends to increase 

the risk of depression, aggression and episodes of 

violent behavior in men. Hence, the country may 

experience a rise in cases of domestic abuse as a 

result of the COVID-19. It is reported that the 

economic repercussions of the Ebola outbreak, 

led to increased risk of sexual exploitation of 

women. 

4.7 Consultation with stakeholders on reform of The Punjab Child Marriage 

Restraint (Amendment) Act, 2015 

Aurat Foundation in collaboration with Oxfam with the financial support of Global Affairs 

Canada, organized a consultation in Lahore on 19th November 2019 at Four Points by Sheraton 

in which a large number of women parliamentarians, government officials and civil society 

networks and alliances participated. In this consultation, all the participants shared and 

proposed draft amendment(s) in Punjab Child Marriage Restraint (Amendment) Act, 2015, 

including, increasing the age of a girl to 18 instead of 16.  

4.8 Duty bearers and other stakeholders are engaged to promote social and 

cultural cohesion 

AF efforts resulted in the engagement of key stakeholders to promote social and cultural 

cohesion in Peshawar. AF successfully submitted the Charter of demand to the government 

with priority being the job quota for neglected communities in the government of KP. Also, 

AF engaged religious leaders who sermon 24 speeches on tolerance and acceptance in 

Gurdwaras, mosques, masjids and churches. Prominently. AF held a meeting with Bishop, who 

briefed AF on the issues of the communities and challenges to cope with them. 
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AF throughout the project has strived to link its CPGs members with maximum stakeholders 

and departments to ensure sustainability and has successfully engaged 59 duty bearers 

throughout the project who are vocal against social discrimination and violation of equal rights. 

to promote social and cultural cohesion.12 such initiatives were taken in this regard which 

includes coordination meetings with different relevant line departments, media interventions 

and consultation workshops to engage key stakeholders. AF conducted a meeting with the 

National Commission for Human Rights and Directorate of Culture KP. NCHR provided a 

reference letter on the submission of the charter of demands (Annex 2) developed by AF to 

concerned authorities, i.e., Secretary establishment department KP, Secretary Haj, Auqaf, and 

Religious Minority Affairs and The Deputy director National Commission for Human rights 

and showed their support to AF current year activities. Mr. Rizwan, coordinator NCHR, 

encourage the CPG members to highlight their issues to NCHR. Further, advised that the 

NCHR platform is open for all types of the request made by the communities. Similarly, the 

directorate agreed to provide all kinds of technical assistance for the partners for culturally 

relevant activities. 

In a meeting with secretary Auqaf, Mr. Fraukh Sair ensured the proper implementation of job 

quota along with other issues of the neglected communities’ e.g. scholarships, widow funds, 

renovation of worship places, etc. will be addressed. Similarly, AF also conducted coordination 

meetings with the forest department to link the CPGs with the department to access benefits 

thus connecting the CPG members with the KP Forest department’s Billion Tree Afforestation 

Project (BTAP) to support them in tree plantation. The CPGs were contacted by the department 

after meeting and were made a member of the green club which resulted in their involvement 

in various environment-friendly activities. Free plants were also distributed among the 

members through the department.   

A prominent intervention of AF was the consultative workshop of key stakeholders in Swat 

where over 28 actors participated including elected politicians, faith leaders, CSO 

representatives, social activists, government representatives, and youth leaders. To promote a 

positive narrative of cultural diversity the stakeholders were also taken to places of cultural 

significance. The success of the event was the formation of a peace group of key stakeholders 

who remained in coordination throughout and took initiatives on community-level issues. 

The project has ensured the involvement of religious leaders from the majority and minority 

communities who remained active in promoting harmony and peace in society. Different 

meetings were conducted with the influential leaders like Khateeb of Masjid Mahbbat Khan, 

Grantis from the Sikh community, Pandith and Bishop. As a result, the leaders included topics 

of interfaith harmony in their speeches and sermons. A total number of 24 speeches were 

delivered by the religious leaders during the reporting year. 

4.9 Awareness raising on culture as a social connector through festivals  

As a lesson learned from the last year, festivals contribute immensely to feelings of social 

cohesion. Many such celebrations focus on cultural or ethnic celebrations and seek to inform 

community members of their traditions. In this regard, a joint cultural and socio-religious 

festival “Vaisakhi” was celebrated which promoted social interaction and the sense of 

confidence and security among the communities. 218 people from different cultural groups 

participated (126 were men & 96 were women). This celebration created stronger bonds within 

and across different social groups and foster better trust among different identities. The Sikh 

community highly appreciated the event.  
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“Baba Gurpal Singh, an influential social activist, added that by seeing the majority 

community attending and enjoying these celebrations gives the marginalized communities the 

sense of acceptance and security in the society.”  

“Maqsood Ahmad Salfi, a representative of Pakistan Council of World Religion- Faith Friends. 

He said such events helped promote diversity and multiculturalism, an important feature of the 

country”. 

4.10 Community-led joint festivals 

Peshawar is a city with diverse groups of people, but many challenges such as intolerance, 

prejudice, and misunderstanding social fragmentation and violent extremism have remained a 

vile concern, therefore, an intercultural approach such a Bethaks/ Community gathering were 

adopted where 142 people participated and visited different cultural heritage and religious sites 

i.e, Gorkhatri, Sethi House, Peshawar Museum, Rehman Baba Shrine Peshawar fort(Qilla 

Balaisar) and Masjid Mahabat Khan. 

Each spot has its own historical, cultural and religious significance. These gatherings allowed 

collaboration, open dialogue, active participation understanding and respect for all 

communities. Similarly promoting social interactions, learning about the differences and 

similarities that existed among communities and are vital for social cohesion. It also allowed a 

diverse group of people to share cultural value, and integration, and unity in diversity. 

Similarly, Sultana Naz who belong to Muslim community shares her experience as direct 

interaction with the diverse group makes me very happy and it’s very unique experience, it 

broadens my horizons of thinking about a religion different from mine and I have learned no 

matter how different we might be religiously but we share common principles of humanity 

which are above all, she further adds the kind of warmth from Christian community is so heart-

warming and unforgettable. 
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In a progress review meeting, to get an insight Mr. Asif who belongs to the Hindu Community 

elaborated on the benefits received from this project and described that the project has made 

easier ways to develop linkages and provided access of community members with relevant 

government and non-government department working for the common cause. The whole group 

ate food from the langar thus breaking the stereotype and setting an example of equality that 

regardless of any religious background they can all sit and eat together.  

AF involved diverse 

members of the society 

in mutually beneficial 

interactions by 

arranging interfaith 

religious and cultural 

food festivals where 

Sikh, Hindu, Muslim, 

Christian and Bahai 

community participated. 

This event clarified and 

revamp the myths and 

stereotypes surrounding 

the interfaith social 

fabric, such as skewed 

belief in non-acceptance 

of each other’s eating 

and other practices assuming that it may impact their religious obligations as 143 people from 

different religious background gathered ate and celebrated together. This gathering promoted 

community engagement along cultural and ethnoreligious lines, lessening segregation 

establishing relationships and communication between groups. With a variety of scrumptious 

food stalls and appetizing presentations, this was a welcoming move to let all faith group 
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members experience a unique food festival centered on the idea of creating one ultimate 

platform for people to interact. The Festival was seen as a valuable way to create acceptance 

and tolerance between communities. Speakers addressed the event saying Such efforts bring 

us together in a bond of love, irrespective of color, creed, race, and religion. We believe that 

festivals, like this, are gifts that need to be celebrated. 

CPGs are now proactive and taking leading roles in the community, to promote communal 

harmony. CPG members celebrated religious festivals at their community level and made sure 

the involvement of a maximum number of Muslims in the celebrations. The total number of 

316 people were a part of these celebrations. These celebrations brought together people from 

the most diverse faiths, religious and non-religious traditions for friendly conversation an d 

sharing of cultural practices. CPGs led community celebrations were very successful in 

bringing together people from different dominations and to conclude that each one seeks peace, 

contentment and solidarity with other faiths The chart below presents the summary of 

community participation. 
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5. Support for Civil Society Organizations  

5.1 COVID-19 context of Pakistan and potential response from  

WPP-JAZBA 

The sudden emergence of a pandemic Covid-19 has further exposed the vulnerabilities of poor 

and vulnerable section of society in Pakistan. Even before pandemic, poor were specially 

suffering due to slowing down of the economy, rising inflation and loss of jobs for manual and 

physical labour making specially women headed families at high risk and suffering from 

multidimensional inequality of opportunities.  

It appears that in the absence of any vaccine in the world, the virus will continue to damage 

world’s most populous countries and nations, it will melt down their economies, put their 

current level of development decades back and might introduce demographic imbalance in 

coming days. Social and political unrest, deteriorating law and order situation and health 

catastrophes as predicted by a UN report might also occur as spillover effect of the epidemic. 

In current circumstances the JAZBA will adopt two-pronged approach, which is as under: 

1) provide humanitarian relief to bail out most affected stake holders in JAZBA projects’ 

focus and campaign/general districts with an emphasis on women 

2) keep implementing project activities by introducing most secure, cost effective and 

innovative methods 

a) Engage with government and support agencies to build a joint response to bail out most 

affected segments of population, those are: women, persons with disabilities, 

transgender, daily wagers and minorities etc. 

b) Introduce initiatives that directly contribute in the well-being of targeted population  

c) Start work with new tools and methods without compromising much on results 

AF and SAP-Pakistan in order to fathom the gravity of impact of COVID-19 and consequent 

emerging needs of women in thirty-eight districts of the country, decided to conduct a rapid 

assessment. It kept its focus around following probes, exploring new set of information to mark 

interventions necessary for women’s well-being, these were:   

1- Knowledge (of women) about COVID -19 relief programs  

2- Registration of marginalized women with government relief programs 

3- Benefits of relief programs to marginalized women 

4- Sectoral distribution of marginalized women benefitting from government run programs 

5- Priority needs of women workers 

6- Incidence of violence against women 

7- Availability of health services to women in public hospitals 

8- Preferences for pregnant women in the context of COVID-19 

9- Community satisfaction level with the delivery of relief and assistance    
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The supplies will include following items: 

a) Staple food items (Wheat 20 KG,  

Cooking oil 5 KG, Sugar 3 KG, all 

local Lentils 1 KG each, Tea 1 KG, 

Potatoes 3 KG, Onion 3KG, Rice 3 

KG, Ginger ¼ KG, Garlic ¼ KG, 

Salt 1 KG, Chilies ¼ KG, Chicken 

2 KG)  

b) Personal Protection Gear (5- 

Masks, 1- Sanitizer, 2- Soaps) 

Beneficiaries; 30 families from each 

district are selected for humanitarian 

assistance. Overall, 360 families will be 

benefited from humanitarian assistance 

initiatives. (5*30*12=1800) On average 5 persons from one family and aggregate of 4000 

persons will benefit from the project initiatives. 

5.2 Aurat Foundation Peshawar team played philanthropy role throughout 

Covid 19  

Aurat Foundation Peshawar office team played their philanthropy role on voluntary basis to 

protect the most affected vulnerable populations in order address the most pressing needs. 

These include social service organizations focused on supporting low-income households, 
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small businesses, immigrants, refugees, 

older adults, people with disabilities, and 

other communities vulnerable to the 

physical health, mental health and 

economic impacts of the pandemic. 

AF Peshawar office arranged funds from 

different sources (friends and family) and 

distributed food item packages among 350 

women. Approximately 100 persons (80 

women and 20 men) were supported with 

cash grant from 3000 to 26000 rupees. Small business was also established for two deserving 

persons to earn their livelihood. distributed the food items and cash.  

5.3 Aurat Foundation Quetta team played philanthropy role  

throughout Covid 19  

Besides this, Aurat 

Foundation Quetta 

and Citizen Action 

Committee Sibbi 

also took initiative 

for collection of 

food item for 

deserving women.  

Aurat Foundation 

distributed Food 

Items (Rashan) 

among 50 families 

of Home-Based 

workers (HBW) in 

District Sibi with 

the financial 

support of Hashoo 

Foundation and 

SOCIO Pakistan on 

1st May 2020. 

Aurat Foundation distributed Food Items (Rashan) among 100 needy families at District Quetta 

with the financial support of Mr. Sahar Gul Khan and other notables on 30th March 2020. AF 

identified the 50 families in Quetta and also facilitated the whole process of distribution.  

5.4 Exposure visits for enhancing social harmony  

AF arranged an exposure visit with a group of 24 individuals from different religious 

backgrounds to Nankana Sahib, the birthplace of Baba Guru Nanak, one of the holiest sites for 

the Sikh community, to be a part of the celebration of Baba Guru Nanak's 550th birthday.  

This visit aimed to expand and deepen the perspective of diversity by being in a space of a 

vibrant Sikh community. It created room for the group to directly interact with hundreds of 

thousands of Sikhs who came from all parts of the world thus bringing the tradition to life for 
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them. The members however, commented that the relaxed atmosphere of the Gurdwara was 

very different from what they have come to expect in a place of worship and puts them at ease 

and most say that they enjoy the experience. The members were apprehensive of what they felt 

were spiritual presences in the Gurdwara.  

5.5 Self-determination right of Kashmiris 

Aurat Foundation, Islamabad, Peshawar, Quetta, Lahore and Karachi offices organized the self-

determination events with collaboration of civil society organizations to express solidarity with 

their Kashmiri brethren. The participants of the events sought the role of world community for 

resolving the burning issue of Kashmir without further wastage of time. They condemned India 

over subjugation of Jammu and Kashmir people, Indian forces' atrocities in the Held Valley 

and massacre of innocent Kashmiris. They urged the human rights organisation, the United 

Nations and the world to play their role for protecting Kashmiris from Indian atrocities and 

force India to give the people of Kashmir right to self-determination though plebiscite under 

the UN resolutions. 

 

The protesters raised placards and banners with slogans Kashmir Banega Pakistan and chanted 

slogans against Indian atrocities in Kashmir. They said that the Indian government had paid no 

regard to the resolutions of UN Security Council regarding Kashmir. They said Indian 

Occupational forces have broken all records of atrocities, extra judicial killing and human 

rights violations in IHK with no regards for humanity. They expressed solidarity with 

Kashmiris for their right to self-determination and vowed to stand shoulder to shoulder with 

Kashmiris in their freedom movement. 

AF officials also participated in different solidarity events organized by civil society 

organizations. In Islamabad, Bardasht organization organized a “Civil Society Conference on 

Human Rights Violation in Kashmir on 27th August 2019. President, Azad Jammu and Kashmir 

(AJK) Sardar Masood Khan, Ex-Senator Ms. Nilofar Baikhtiar, Senator Pakistan Peoples Party 

Farhat Ullah Babar, Human Rights Activists, Ms. Tahira Abdullah, Executive Director Aurat 

Foundation Naeem Mirza, Ms. Farzana Bari, Ms. Farkhanda Aurangzeb and other spoke on the 

event.   

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/kashmiris?__eep__=6&source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG
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President Azad Jammu and Kashmir, Sardar Masood Khan said that the worst human rights 

violations in Indian Occupied Jammu and Kashmir (IOJ&K) and the silence of the United 

Nations (UN) over it indicates that the world body had been side-lined in the dispute over 

Kashmir. Sardar Masood Khan said that there was misconception in the world that Kashmir 

was a bilateral dispute between Pakistan and India, while the fact remained that the issue was 

between India and the people of Jammu and Kashmir. He said that the people of Jammu and 

Kashmir were an important party to conflict because they were to decide their future according 

to the UN resolutions. 

The speakers warned the Indian government not to commit blunder of attacking Pakistan, all 

tribesmen will fight shoulder to shoulder with their army till the complete freedom of Occupied 

Kashmir from the evil clutches of Indian forces. The participants raised slogans in support of 

Pakistan Army and vowed to stand shoulder to shoulder with th eir armed forces in defending 

their motherland from any foreign aggression. 

Human rights activities said that young Kashmiris are incarcerated, torture of detainees is 

common, sexual violence is rampant and communication blackout persists for the past 11 

months as journalists continue to be arrested and their content strictly monitored and censored 

under the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act 1967. “Genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing, 

crimes against humanity is taking place in IOJ&K. These are a violation of the Geneva 

Convention, the UN Charter, covenants of the 1960s, numerous treaties, economic and cultural 

rights, ICC statues and UNSC resolutions”, they said while adding that US-based Genocide 

Watch had declared that IOJ&K had entered the 8th stage of the 10 stages of genocide that had 

been defined by them. The last four stages defined by Dr Gregory H Stanton’s (founder of 

Genocide Watch) are: Stage 7: Preparation for the “Final Solution”; Stage 8: Persecution of 

victims identified and separated out; Stage 9: Extermination; and finally Stage 10: Denial of 

everything.  

They condemned massive human rights violations in the Indian Held Kashmir. They asked 

international community to take notice of the Indian brutalities and allow Kashmiri people to 

decide their future by themselves in accordance with the United Nations resolutions. 

5.6 Celebration of National Voter Day 2019 

Aurat Foundation Lahore, Quetta and Islamabad staff actively participated in organization of 

celebration of National Voters Day at all over the Pakistan. Mr. Allauddin Khilji, Resident 

Director AF Quetta office presented an overview on AF and CSOs role in supporting women's 

https://nation.com.pk/tag/human%20rights
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participation as political leaders and 

voters during "National Voters Day" 

ceremony organized by Provincial 

Election Commission Balochistan. on 

5th December 2019.   

Aurat Foundation field team played 

their role for registration of CNICs. 

More than 3000 women were facilitated 

for registration of CNIC throughout the 

reporting period. AF regional team also 

actively participated in development of 

ECP strategic plan 2019-2023.  

 5.7 Expressed solidarity with the families of the innocent children and teachers 

of Army Public School 

Aurat Foundation expressed solidarity with the families of the innocent children and teachers 

of Army Public School on 16 Dec 2019 in front of Press Club, Islamabad. A large number of 

civil society representatives and human rights activists gathered with their candles to remember 

those who lost their lives when the school was attacked by Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan on that 

fateful day. They were holding placards and chanted slogans demanding justice for the victims 

and implementation of National Action Plan.  

Eminent human rights activist Tahira Abdullah said that “That was one of the darkest days of 

the country. We are still in the state of grief,” She demanded greater transparency of the judicial 

process, updates on state actions regarding the recovery, rehabilitation and compensation of 

the surviving students and teachers. Former Senator Farhat Ullah Babur criticized 

government’s inaction to bring Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan’s spokesperson Ehsan Ullah Ehsan 

to justice. Unless that is done, the world would not accept our seriousness to address terrorism. 

Farzana Bari urged for continuous effort to eliminate Taliban mind set from the country. Artist 

and activist Nageen Hayat called upon the government to answer the unanswered questions in 

the minds of nation regarding APS incident. “Unfortunately, the radicalisation and extremism 

is increasing in all sections of the society. Artist and poetess Alia Mirza also demanded 

transparency and sharing of information with the general public. She looked disappointed with 
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the steps taken by the government to address extremism and extremist elements in the country 

after the incident. 

Mr. Naeem Ahmed Mirza condemned the non-implementation of the post-APS National 

Action Plan (NAP) and demand it be done in letter and spirit. He called for eradicating hate 

speech, controlling militant groups, enrolling 23 million out-of-school children especially girls 

and police and judicial reforms. The participants were holding placards inscribed with “In the 

memory of martyrs of APS Peshawar,” “A pledge to make this world safe for our children,” 

and “Written in these pages are the tales of heroes that died in the pursuit of knowledge” etc. 

A collective statement was released by civil society representatives at a candle light vigil.  

5.8 Reflecting on the Past, Leading for the Future: WLP at 20, Beijing at 25   

Women’s Learning Partnership’s 2019 Transnational Partners was convened on 4th -7th 

November 2019 at the Bolger Center Washington DC. The partners of WLP participated in the 

meeting. The partners shared activities so far and plans for Beijing +25.  

In meeting, discussion was held around i.e. analysis of the global context 25 years after the 

1995 conference in Beijing: analysis of challenges and priorities for WLP partners 25 years 

after the 1995 conference in Beijing: Discussion on the partnership’s vision for women and 

climate justice, advocacy strategies surrounding climate justice at the individual, community, 

and national level, and specific initiatives for mobilization to address climate justice 

(curriculum, capacity-building, trainings, social media ) was also held . In preparation for 

Beijing +25, Women’s Learning Partnership was bringing together thought-leaders on climate 

justice and women’s rights to discuss the role of women and youth in confronting the climate 

crisis.  

A session on Gender, Families and Climate Justice and Lifeline was also organized. WLP 

brought together lively and thought-provoking discussion and poetry reading about the nexus 

between the fight for climate justice and addressing political, social, and economic inequalities. 

 

Mary Robinson, Former President of Ireland and Former UN High Commissioner for Human 

Rights was keynote speaker. Addressing on this occasion, she said that the UN Sustainable 

Development Goals lends themselves to a feminist solution, it talks about leaving no one 

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10157490373108211&type=3&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAQm-xnRnXzBKQN44EnqNVtSSBMr8RzJMUHVNXv42Y-GT-O4Xa5Pd2lppHMU1Ahw866-JV2hpv7Oo73k1h5AJEVFbsBimF0OP5tmqvI8gLmRVDQ5i5HuBbRPOyiqMKhOL3ytO0YBGB0aKF0UGONxhQERdNJGbAVB2jqe11USfnOu1t1acLPCYuwjgS4mjl8uqbv9DvA4uOiO0SWoDwNHvCy6EMixf2PHAz0V0Ll0Sx1U2hKBH25bIn1tFm14qbcWQOIpvRJfxMKic9norqs3Cn0xygKqfFjfdg86yUQOoz1HXQhAdTLF_bCO7rYMkbCAS3WWAEzJXQTCri-s4vXrnnZT8EI_W37EpS1mNyax2hWe1kF5CJnifbozutBuoTqnJMoWFMO5i_hqYEZJiYtguAiuZYpDWw0puub2ITIeeT7-RcXTGqrGK5B2J_KiYzErAZAZdfA88Rm0XJOYNmPNBIiC4QLyFPJ2Q2q9mdes662nWG4VMavd3ngEuoPx4RWiD68HIstsFNIDA&__tn__=-UC-R
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behind, about prioritizing those left behind the most. Women are at the heart of these solutions; 

we are all linked. She said that women have suffered the greatest from natural disasters, loss of 

arable land, and forced migration, and have been on the forefront of working towards 

sustainable solutions. Join us for a lively and thought-provoking discussion and poetry reading 

about the nexus between the fight for climate justice and addressing political, social, and 

economic inequalities. 

5.9 Celebrations of 16 Days Activism 2019 

Implementation of Sexual Harassment at Workplace Law in Balochistan  

Mr. Allauddin, Resident Director 

Aurat Foundation along with his 

team presented “A board on Code 

of Conduct of Anti-Harassment 

Act at Workplace” to Ms. 

Mahjabeen Sheeran Advisor to 

Chief Minister Balochistan for 

Women's Development during 

launching ceremony of 16 Days of 

activism against Gender Based 

Violence in Quetta on 16 

November 2019. This law was 

recently passed from Balochistan 

Assembly.  

Aurat Foundation in collaboration with EVAW-G Alliance, organized a press conference at 

Quetta Press Club on "16 Days of Activism against Gender Based Violence". Mr. Allauddin 

Khilji, Mr. Watan Yar Khilji (Chairman EVAW/G Alliance), Ms. Huma Fouladi, Mr. 

Muhammad Khalil (UN-Women), Ms. Naseema Salam (BRSP), Ms. Shania, Mr. Ishfaq 

Mengal, Mr. Saeed Akbar (DANESH) briefed the participants about the campaign.  

Mr. Allauddin Khilji, Resident Director Aurat Foundation, Balochistan, members of EVAW-

G Alliance and other civil society organizations were addressed in press conference. Mr. 

Allauddin Khilji from Aurat Foundation presented the VAW Report 2019. In this report, 118 

incidents of VAW were reported in Balochistan during in 11 months of 2019, while 70 women 

and 11 men were killed, of which 43 women and 9 men were killed in the name of honor, 

Domestic violence and household issues forced 17 women to commit suicide, 13 women were 

faced domestic torture; 28 cases of murder; 4 women were abducted; 3 women were thrown 

acid and 1 incident of threat against women was reported. The present report has categorized 

incidents of violence on depending upon the nature of violence. These have been categorized 

as murder, domestic violence, hurt and body injury, kidnapping, suicide, beating, burning, rape, 

Gang rape, 'honor' killing, and any other kind of violence.  

Mr. Allauddin Khilji, Resident Director expressed his concern the several women are sacrificed 

on honor killing, Karo kari, there is no one to listen these thousand women's crying, who could 

escape them from the traditional cruel customs in Balochistan as well as Pakistan, women are 

being treated with violence every day. In the last four years more than thousand women were 

killed on the name honor. He stressed upon the Government, civil society organizations and 

tribal notables to rescue the effected women. Mr. Khilji said that the trend of killing women in 

the cases of siah kari and leaving the men alive is practiced in the interior of Balochistan for 
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the last few years. This clearly raises suspicions about the role of jirga in the settlement of cases 

of siah kari. Jirga decisions point to the fact that, the tradition of honor killing has become a 

trade under the protection of tribal jirgas. In the incidents of siah Kari men are let alive in the 

incident of siah kari. Later they are presented before the jirga, which charged them a heavy 

amount of compensation. This decision clearly reflects the commercialization of the norm of 

honor killing. In this situation responsibility lies with the tribal elders, intellectuals, 

parliamentarians (especially women parliamentarians), civil society and media to look into the 

matter before it becomes another societal dilemma against the already suppressed women of 

Balochistan.  

Ms. Huma Fouladi said that every year, 16 days of activism against gender-based violence are 

celebrated. Started from 25 November and continuing till December 10, the theme of this year 

2019 is "Orange the World; Generation Equality stands against the Rape".  

The movement all over the world raise their voices against the violence and oppression of 

women in these 16 days. Mr. Khilji said that Aurat Foundation, EVAW/G and UN-Women 

have setup various programs / activities for 16 days of activism to combat violence against 

women. The campaign will begin on November 25 with a ceremony at Balochistan Rural 

Support Programme (BRSP), ending on December 10, 2019, the International day for Human 

Rights. He further said that the campaign includes meetings with Parliamentarians, holding 

awareness sessions, Seminars, walk, panel Discussions at boys and girls’ schools in different 

districts of Balochistan. Aurat Foundation and other Civil Society Organizations demand from 

Government that;  

 Like other provinces, Provincial Government Balochistan should take affirmative steps for 

the establishment of Provincial Commission on the Status of Women.  

 Provincial coalition government to put their efforts for passage of "The Child Marriage 

Prohibition Bill" from Provincial Assembly Balochistan.  

 To ensure the formation of "Inquiry Committees" under Anti-Harassment Act 2016 at all 

government and non-government institutions and also aware citizens at local level on that. 

 Formation of rules and regulations regarding implementation of Domestic Violence Act. 

 Formation of policies at provincial level for socio-economic protection of Women Home 

Based Workers, formulation of development schemes for improvement of economic status 
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of Women Home-Based Workers and establishment of 'Product Finishing Units' for 

finishing of products made by them.  

 Provincial and District level Disaster Management Authorities to play effective part in 

focusing on women and children in time of calamity. Easy friendly access should be 

provided to disabled women in all government and private departments.  

 Mental Health Care unit should be established in all civil hospitals at provincial and district 

level. Mobile centers for Fistula treatment should be established at all Basic Health Units 

across the province.  

 Psychiatrist should be appointed in the institutions of Special Children established under 

Social Welfare Department.  

 Emergency exits should be established in all hospitals including Bolan Medical Complex. 

Women Friendly Spaces like day care center, toilets, rest/common rooms and information 

desks should be established at Chamber of Commerce, Courts, Media Houses and all 

public and private offices/institutions.  

 HR policies of Media Houses should be revised in accordance with the gender sensitive 

needs through provision of maternity, annual and casual leave.  

 Gender Sensitive HR policies should be prepared by Chamber of Commerce, Courts, 

 Media Houses and all public and private offices/institutions.  

 Political parties should give equal tickets to women on contesting through general seats. 

 Legislation and implementation of "Acid Survivor Rehabilitation Bill" for Balochistan.  

Dar-ul-Aman for women survivors and women police stations should be established at 

Divisional capitals. Special measures should be adopted in the courts to ensure speedy trial 

of case related to violation of basic human rights of women.  

Aurat Foundation, Lahore organized 16 days of Activism 2019. In this regard, a number of 

civil society activities were participated.  

At this occasion, Ms. Nabeela Shaheen Advocate, Member Management Committee of AF and 

Focal Person of Mumkin Alliance shared that in January 2018, there were 2,846 women raped 

while 3,387 were raped in 2019. Prosecution of these rape cases was even worse. As per the 

data from 2014 to18, around 2,281 cases were decided and 152 rapists were convicted in 2014. 

There were 2,618 cases in 2015 and 144 were convicted; in 2016, 2746 were decided and 155 
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were convicted; in 2017 there were 2,998 cases were decided and 186 were convicted. In 2018, 

there were 2,937 cases decided and 189 convicted. 

She said that we need to identify male gender champions to seek equitable relationships in the 

public and private spheres was one of the cornerstones for eliminating violence.  

Executive Director IDEAS, Mr. Salman Abid said that men need to not just respect the rights 

of women but also support and protect these rights with their words and actions. He has termed 

rape the most heinous form of violence, saying it must be ensured that no one in the country 

can feel that he can get away with this crime.  

Ms. Nabeela Malik, GBV Advisor UN Women said that globally one in three women was 

impacted by violence at some stage of her lives. We must encourage rape survivors to speak 

out and the society must not blame the survivors. she added that we are calling on the people 

from all walks of life to learn more and take a stand against the pervasive rape culture.  

Ms. Bushra Khaliq, Executive Director WISE said that During the 16 Days period, Government 

together with civil society and the private sector will host a series of community and sector 

dialogues and activities to foster a collaborative effort in dealing with GBV.  Violence is not 

always physical. This year, we also need to focus on profiles of influential women who are 

working in their communities to raise awareness of the different forms of gender violence 

related to access to resources and opportunities. 

5.10 Deeds not Words: A Joint Oral Statement from CSOs of Pakistan for 

CEDAW Committee 

Aurat Foundation in collaboration with Legal Aid Society has prepared Pakistan Alternative 

Civil Society’s Alternative Report on CEDAW 2020.  The report covers the period from 2013-

2017. 

This 2020 Alternative Report (Pakistan) covers women’s critical concerns in relation to their 

rights as enshrined in the Pakistan Constitution. Besides responding to the CEDAW 

Committee’s 2013 and 2019 Concluding Observations (COs), this Report draws attention to 

key issues emerging since the submission of Pakistan’s Fifth Periodic Report (October 2018). 

That Report cites outdated statistics, e.g., Articles 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14 (2012-2017 data).  

This Alternative Report recognizes the resilience, courage and initiatives of women and girls 

in private and public spheres, legislators, minorities, persons with disability (PWDs) and 

transgender individuals (TGIs), taking action to reclaim their rights. We hope that federal and 

provincial governments will acknowledge harsh realities facing half the population and 

undertake concrete actions in compliance with the State’s commitments under CEDAW. 

(Report is available on AF website: www.af.org.pk/publications) 

120-civil society organizations and 4-national alliances endorsed the report. The report 

researched and written by  Ms. Tahira Abdullah, Ms. Naheed Aziz, Ms. Maliha Zia and Mr. 

Naeem Ahmed Mirza.  

 

http://www.af.org.pk/publications
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The report submitted and presented by Ms. 

Mumtaz Mughal on 75th CEDAW session held 

on February 10-13, 2020 at UN Headquarter 

Geneva.   

 

Ms. Mumtaz Mughal, Director Programmes 

Aurat Foundation read the Oral Statemen on 

behalf of over 200 NGOs and 4-Nationsl 

Alliances about situation of "Women's Political 

and Public Participation in Pakistan" at CEDAW 

75 session, 10 Feb 2020 at UN Headquarters, 

Geneva.  

5.11 MoU singed with Women Development Department, Punjab for 

implementation of Dukhtaran-e-Pakistan  

A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) Between Women Development Department, Punjab 

and Aurat Foundation, concerning implementation of Dukhtaran-e-Pakistan on 28th January 

2020 at International Islamic University, Islamabad.   

The MoU was signed by Ms. Ashifa Riaz Fatyana, Minster for Women Development 

Department, Government of Punjab and Ms. Mumtaz Mughal, Director Programmes Aurat 

Foundation. Special Assistant to Prime Minister Firdous Ashiq Awan, officials of Ministry of 
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Defence, Vice Chancellor of International Islamic University, women leaders, students and 

civil society activists were present on the occasion. 

The objectives of were:  

1. Collaborate, to develop and implement a road map/strategy for implementation of 

Dukhtaran-e-Pakistan in Punjab  

2. Aurat Foundation will provide human resource “as capacity building experts” to conduct 

the training programme in educational institutions and community.  

3. Ensure co-operation, consultation and effective coordination with each other for taking 

joint ventures in respect of raising awareness in the Punjab concerning women’s rights 

follow by Dukhtaran-e-Pakistan.  

4. Strengthened the youth capacities in education institutions and communities on women rights. 

For the implementation of the programme;  

 AF identified 20 trainers from Rawalpindi and Lahore for training of trainers.  

 Out of 20,  Sixteen (16) trainers were trained through one day orientation session on 

manual of Dukhtaran-e-Pakistan on 28th January 2020 at conference hall of International 

Islamic University, Islamabad.  

 AF trainers conducted 2-sessions on 13-14 February 2020 at Fatima Jinnah University, 

Rawalpindi  

 A "Videography Competition" was announced by Women Development Department, 

Punjab in collaboration with Dukhtaran-e-Pakistan Foundation, AF and Rafi Peer 

Theater on 23 April 2020.  

 Videography Competition published in 17 national and regional newspapers 

5.12 Celebration of International Women’s Day 2020  

In various cities across Pakistan, the 'Aurat March' was held to mark International Women’s 

Day 2020. The marches were attended by women, children, men, transgender people and 

others. Aurat Foundation staff was remained active to celebrate the International Women’s 

Day.  This year the march was once again held in various cities nationwide; Lahore, Multan, 

Faisalabad, Quetta, Islamabad, Karachi, Hyderabad, and Sukkur. Beside of Aurat March, the 

mega events are celebrated International Women’s Day at all over the country.  

In Islamabad, the marchers gathered outside the National Press Club The march was attended 

by over 2,000 people who protested against multiple issues faced by women, transgenders, 

men, children and society as a whole and raised slogans urging the government to take action 

for their causes. The participants delivered hard-hitting speeches and held placards and banners 

displaying thought-provoking slogans to raise the pressing issues of gender-based violence 

including sexual harassment and assault in the workplace, deep-rooted misogyny and the 

patriarchal mindset prevalent in the society. A manifesto released by "Aurat March" (women's 

march) organizers demands economic and environmental justice, reproductive rights and better 

access to public spaces for women. Additionally, the manifesto seeks an end to enforced 

disappearances and militarization, as well as protection of religious minorities in the country.  

However, after the Jamia Hufsa students ended their march, the male participants took down 

the tent and started throwing stones, injuring at least one member of the Aurat March. In order 

to avoid clashes, authorities had erected a tent between the two marches. Police and organizers 

struggled to control the situation and closed the F-6 road for traffic but the people were stopped 
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from marching till D-Chowk. Some policemen were also seen running away and escaping 

themselves.  

In Lahore, marchers gathered at the Lahore Press Club. Carrying placards, they played the 

drums, clapped and chanted slogans. As the attendees gathered, they chanted slogans calling 

for the independence of women. The march went through Egerton road till Aiwan-e-Iqbal, 

protected by two layers of security personnel, many of whom included policewomen. 

Meanwhile, a resolution was submitted in the Punjab Assembly by PML-N MPA Kanwal 

Liaquat, demanding an end to gender discrimination. The resolution condemned underage 

marriages and demanded that women be granted legal, social and economic protection.  

In Karachi, advocates of women's rights held the Aurat March at the Frere Hall garden. Pakistan 

People’s Party-Shaheed Bhutto leader Ghinwa Bhutto also arrived at the venue to participate 

in the marc Spokesperson for the Sindh government Barrister Murtaza Wahab also participated 

in the Aurat March with his family. Activists gather outside Karachi Press Club to demand 

financial autonomy for women.  

A march was also held by members of the Home-Based Women Workers Federation 

(HBWWF) from Arts Council to Karachi Press Club. Participants of the march, led by 

HBWWF general secretary Zahra Akbar Khan, demanded financial autonomy for women as 

well as protection against workplace harassment and discrimination.  

In Sukkur, participants of Aurat March gathered at Lab-e-Mehran garden and walked to the 

press club. The marchers demanded equal rights for women, access to education, an end to 
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forced conversions and a fund for the families of missing persons. The participants also 

condemned practices like karo kari. They also highlighted the human rights abuse in occupied 

Kashmir. At the press club, participants released white pigeons and recited poetry by Shah 

Abdul Latif Bhitai. A rally was also held in Sukkur on Saturday night during which participants 

carried torches. 

In Multan, participants of the Aurat March gathered outside the city's press club. The marchers, 

who were commemorating the International Women's Day, demanded gender equality, 

minimum wages for the working class and bodily rights, as they raised slogans against sexual 

harassment and gender-based violence. 
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Chapter Six  

Research and Publications  
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6 Research and Publications  

As the organization’s full name suggests -Aurat Publication and Information Service 

Foundation - we are committed to publication and wide dissemination of material in order to 

create awareness among women and men regarding the rights of women and girls. In addition 

to raising awareness, the aim of publishing and dissemination of advocacy flyers and posters 

is to help create awareness around fundamental human rights and create a demand from 

ordinary citizens to fight for change. Every year and under every project AF publishes vast 

amounts of literature ranging from basic information for grassroots level communities, analysis 

of relevant laws, women’s political participation to socio-economic issues that relate to women. 

Amongst our research we include date on reported cases of violence against women.   

6.1 Produced a report of needs assessment of shelters “Survivor’s Voices More 

than Shelter”   

A comprehensive needs assessment was conducted during the year of 2019, in seven Dar-ul-

Aman (DUA) shelters in all four provinces, and one Shaheed Benazir Bhutto Human Rights 

Centre for Women (SBBHRCW) crisis centre in Quetta, Balochistan. It used a mixed method 

approach, deploying a number of qualitative and quantitative research techniques to achieve 

the objectives. These included desk review, physical verification of facilities using a checklist, 

in-depth interviews and focus group discussions with shelter residents, a training needs 

assessment of shelter staff, and key informant interviews with stakeholders. Stakeholder 

consultations were also conducted at provincial level.  The study reveals that all shelters 

(DUAs) and crisis centres (SBBHRCWs) are operating without legal cover. Instead of being 

mandated by explicit main legislation (an Act) or through subordinate legislation (Rules of 

Business), DUAs operate under standard operating procedures (SOPs) and guidelines 

developed internally by the Social Welfare Department (SWD) and supported only by 

executive order. This is the case across all provinces, and the political will to address this is 

lacking.   

 

SBBHRCWs are also devolved, but their adoption and ownership in all provinces remains 

challenging in terms of ownership and the promulgation of rules of business. There is a need 

to revise SOPs in Punjab, Sindh and Balochistan, while in KP SOPs are not notified and a 

shelter are guided by draft SOPs. There are no minimum caring standards for shelters to 

monitor service quality in Sindh, KP and Balochistan.   

The physical checklists at the seven DUAs found that all assessed shelters were situated in 

government buildings except in Quetta. None had a helpline or management information 

system. The external environment of these shelters (security system, exit routes, ventilation, 

and other amenities) was not found to be very satisfactory, and it is a grave concern that 

important security measures (particularly jammers, security gates, door viewers, physical 

security check equipment) were deficient at various shelters.  

Shelter generally lacked facilities to accommodate persons with disabilities or children’s needs. 

The inadequate infrastructure of the shelter’s points to the nature of social attitudes towards 

women and girls and the lack of gender-sensitivity among administrators and policymakers. 
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6.2 IEC Material  
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6.3 AF & Civil Society in Media  
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